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Not to be outshone, FS2
learnt, performed and
made videos of themselves
singing their chosen songs
to send home to parents. 
 This was just the
beginning for them – with
a spectacular event for
them planned for this
term.
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FS1 hosted their
performance of The
Gingerbread Man to all
the proud parents. It was
lovely to see mums and
dads entering the school
again to watch these
performances after the
pandemic. The children
performed brilliantly and
a fun time was had by all. 

What a Run Up to the Holidays in BISM



The university fair is part
of the student counselling
program at BISM to help
students choose the most
suitable subjects for their
career of choice. More
than 20 universities were
invited to give our
students full information
about the different career
opportunities available
nowadays. All universities
provided full information
about universities'
requirements, and the
special offers they have
for BISM students.

The whole of Primary School was also incredibly busy. Holding
their "Make a Difference" end of term fair, they managed to raise
almost 70,000EGP  for charity. In addition to that, children and
their families donated a roomful of clothes which were also
donated to charities chosen by the pupils themselves.

"In and Out" competition
winners celebrated greater
attendance and punctuality
in the primary school. The
winning class, 4A, was
awarded with a Movie
Morning and popcorn,
courtesy of the school. Other
children who had achieved
100% attendance with no
lateness were also awarded
with their personal certificate.
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All school staff and students ended a long first term in their pyjamas. Students brought food
for a dish party, ate and watched a movie in their comfy pyjamas and onesies. Students
bonded and new friendships were made. What a way to end a fantastic term!

The last week before winter
break was filled with incredible
events. There was the Carol
Service at The British Embassy,
where pupils from the school
joined with other schools to sing
a selection of favourite Christmas
carols.
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IGCSE Trip To Sokhna 

Students enjoyed a one-day boat trip on the
beautiful Red Sea, where they had fun
bonding together and basking in the warm
sun. The day began with an amazing
traditional Egyptian breakfast. Students
enjoyed swimming, snorkeling and fishing
while listening to music. They had a relaxing
lunch and then headed back to Cairo full of 
 unforgettable memories together!


